See if you can solve these interesting facts and trivia about stuttering using the hints!

**Across:**
1. There are about 4 _____'s who stutter for every 1 female.
3. ______ million people stutter in the USA alone!
4. A word for *educating or sharing* to other people that you stutter.
5. A form of Stuttering that sounds like: Mmmmmusic.
6. A form of stuttering that sounds like: D-D-D-D-Dog.
8. Famous Person: Actor, most famous for his role in Die Hard.

**Down:**
1. Famous Person: He currently plays basketball for the *Dallas Mavericks* (Hint: He likes to attend the NSA Conferences!)
2. Famous Person: Former US Vice President.
7. Famous Person: Singer, most famous for his songs *Perfect* and *Shape of You.*
8. A form of stuttering where no noise comes out.